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JiIOJIOrItIHI TA ME,z:tWnn llPH.JIA,znf I CHCTEMH 

BIOMEDICAL ELECTRODES AND THEIR ELECTRICAL MODELS 
IN VARIOUS SIGNAL CONDITIONS 

Chugui A., Popov A., PhD, Associate Professor 
Department ofPhysical and Biomedical Electronics, National Technical University ofUkraine UKyiv Pol
ytechnic Institute" 

The human body is like a "source" of various electrical signals [I], describing its functioning. Due to 
the fact that during the life cell potential alternates, every organ generates certain electrical signals that can 
be detected by various electronic devices. Currently, the most widely used biosignals are: electrocardiogram, 
electroencephalogram, electrooculogram, myogram and others. Monitoring is an important part of clinical 
research related to human life. Largely due to the received data one can determine the disease, control its 
flow, use appropriate methods oftreatment and, consequently, preserved human life and health. 

Monitoring parameters of human life is the systematic collection and processing of information about 
the parameters of biological objects, which may be the human organs that can be used to improve decision
making process of their functioning. Monitoring includes the steps· of recording, conditioning, inspection, 
storage, management, etc. Since the signals from the human body are very low (of the order of millivolts and 
microvolts), monitoring devices must have low noise and very high sensitivity. To achieve the biosignals the 
biopotential electrodes are to be used, and they play crucial role in signal recording, influencing all further 
processing and analysis [2-3]. 

When we consider the problem in more detail, we see that the electrode actually carries out a transduc
ing function, because in the bedy current is carried by ions, whereas in :the electrode and its lead wire it is 
carried by electrons. Thus the electrode must serve as a transducer to change an ionic current into an elec
tronic current. This greatly complicates electrodes and places constraints on their operation. To get the clear 
signal we shall examine the basic mechanisms involved in the transduction process and shall look at how 
they affect electrode characteristics. 

The task of the work is examination of the principal electrical characteristics ofbiopotential electrodes 
and discussion of electrical equivalent circuits for electrodes based on these characteristics. In the work the 
results of modeling the electrode-skin Contact cell are presented for the case of unusual recording conditions, 
namely in the presence of high-frequency and high-magnitude corrupting signals. Different types of biopo
tential electrodes are considered for normal monitoring conditions when used in various types of medical 
instrumentation systems. The most of work is focused on electrodes used for measuring the ECG, EEG, 
EMG, and intracellular potentials. The results on measuring and simulation of various elecetrodes are shown 
on the Fig. 1-2. . 

The new circuit model for the skin-electrode contact cell is developed (Fig. 3) and its performance is 
investigated. The frequency response of the proposed electrode model is presented on the Fig. 4. . 
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Fig.l. Measured frequency response Fig. 2. Simulated frequency response 
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Fig. 3. New equivalent model Fig. 4. Simulated frequency response of a new model 
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WAVELETANALYSIS OFAUDITORYEVOKED POTENTIALS 

Krashenyi l; Popov A., PAD, Associate Professor 
Department ofPhysical and Biomedical Electronics, National Technical University ofUkraine IIKyiv Pol
ytechnic Institute" 

Among the complex objective methods used to diagnose hearing loss in infants, from newborn period, 
registration of auditory evoked potentials (AEP) is of particular importance [1,2]. To identify the character
istics of AEP visual analysis methods for identification and detection are primary used, which is not conven
ient and very subjective, leading to possible mistakes and uncomparable results. Employing of automated 
techniques for AEP analysis could be useful for this purpose. 

Thus researcher needs to choose optimal method of signal processing to analyze the quality of hearing 
[2]. The purpose of this study was to create a new method based on continuous wavelet transform for detec
tion ofV wave in auditory evoked potentials. 

Auditory Evoked Potential signals are transient electrical biosignals produced by various regions of 
the human brain in response to auditory stimuli (such as a periodic repetition of "clicks"). The absolute la
tency of wave V has received the most widespread clinical attention in differential diagnosis in estimating 
hearing sensitivity. The importance of wave V is due to its robust character and reliability under varying 
measurement condition and due to its predictability with decreasing stimulus intensity. An increase in laten
cy with decrease in the stimulus intensity is common to all neural system; that is, neural firing becomes less 
frequent as the magnitude of the stimulus decreases. 

In this work a new method of localization of V wave in AEP using wavelet analysis [3] is proposed. 
As mother wavelet MorIet mother function [3] is used. This mother function is selected in this ap

proach because of shape similarity with wave V. The algorithm based of the proposed technique was imple
mented in MatLAB. During testing program 65 pairs of AEP signals have been processed. Among the 65 
pairs - 40 pairs of signals, which are determined visually as hearing, and 25, in which the lack of hearing was 

-visually defined. Of the 40 pairs of signals, which is determined visually hearing, in 33 our approach gave 
correct results. And out of 25, which visually defined as the lack of hearing, the program has identified the 
lack of hearing in 20. In the work standard measures of sensitivity, selectivity and specificity were defmed. 
The technique has sensitivity 82.5 %, selectivity - 86.84 %, a specificity - 74.74 %. 
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